
1) Scientists believe that the species that we see on Earth today have gradually developed over millions of
years. This is called the theory of...

[x] Evolution
[ ] Fossils
[ ] Revolution
[ ] Substitution

2) Organisms evolution by the process of...

[x] Natural selection
[ ] Revolution
[ ] Substitution
[ ] Crystalisation

3) This provides most of the evidence for evolution...

[x] Fossil record
[ ] Adaptation record
[ ] Medical record
[ ] Vinyl record

4) The theory of natural selection was proposed by...

[x] Charles Darwin
[ ] Donald Trump
[ ] Marie Curie
[ ] JJ Thomson

5) If a species is not adapted to its environment. it will not survive. Organisms will die before reproducing.
Eventually by this process of natural selection, the species becomes ...

[x] Extinct
[ ] Exorcised
[ ] Emancipated
[ ] Evergreen

6) Which of the following is not a reason why a species may become extinct?

[x] Good adaptation to its environment
[ ] Changes to the organism`s environment
[ ] Destruction of habitat
[ ] Outbreak of a new disease
[ ] Introduction of new predators
[ ] Increased competition for resources

7) When a species becomes extinct, which of the following is reduced?

[x] Biodiversity
[ ] Biomes

8) How do we preserve biodiversity? Which answer is not correct?

[x] Hunting
[ ] Conservation
[ ] Captive breeding
[ ] Gene banks

9) Species that are at risk of extinction are called...

[x] Endangered species
[ ] Hunted species

10) The theory of natural selection is also known as survival of the fittest, true or false?

[x] True
[ ] False
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